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Beer-Battered Fish & 
Chips and Mushy Peas 

(Closely adapted from Fish, Chips and Mushy Peas in jamie's dinners by 

Jamie Oliver. I just moved some of the steps around a bit and added 

some clarification.) 

 

Ingredients (serves 4): 

Mushy peas 

• 20g unsalted butter 

• 4 cups of shelled peas (I would use frozen peas, but be sure to boil 

them for a couple of minutes before use) 

• A small handful of fresh mint leave, chopped 

• One squeeze of lemon juice from half a lemon 

• Sea salt and fresh ground black pepper 

 

Fish & Chips 

• LOTS of sunflower oil for deep frying 

• 4 good white fish fillets (I used a beautiful snapper fillet from 

Cold Storage that was easy to work with and tasted wonderful) 

• 1/2 tsp sea salt 

• 1 tsp fresh ground black pepper 

• 2 cups plain flour + 2-3 tbsp extra for dusting 

• 1 heaping tbsp baking powder 

• 1-1/4 cups of cold beer 

• 4-5 big potatoes, peeled and sliced into chip-sized pieces 
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Directions: 

1. First make your mushy peas. Melt the butter in a frying pan over medium 

heat, then add the peas and chopped mint. Cover the pan, turn the heat down 

a little bit and simmer for 10 minutes. (You will have to give the peas a shake 

every now and then to keep them from burning.) Add the lemon juice, sea salt 

and pepper. Then blend the peas in a blender till completely mashed. Keep the 

peas warm while making your fish & chips. 

2. Now cook your fish. Pour sunflower oil into a wok - enough to dunk the 

fish in - and heat to 190 degC (375 degF). While oil is heating, season the fish 

fillets with the sea salt and pepper. (Jamie says this helps remove excess water 

and makes the fish really meaty. As you can see in my pictures, I use a loooot 

of pepper.) In a large bowl, use a fork to mix together the flour, baking powder 

and beer. The batter should be thick and sticky, but not so thick that it doesn't 

adhere to the fish.  

3. Leave your fish for a minute and work on your chips. Parboil your sliced 

potatoes in boiling water for 4-5 minutes till softened. Drain them in a 

colander and leave them there to blow off steam till they are dry.  

3. Back to your fish. Dust the fish with some of the extra flour, and use a pair 

of silicon tongs (or the back of two spoons) to dip the fish into the batter and 

allow the excess to drip off. Then immediately lower the fish into the hot oil 

one at a time. Cook for 4 minutes or so until batter is golden. Remove from oil. 

*I suggest getting a candy thermometer that goes up to 400 degF and 

attaching it to the side of your wok so you can just leave it there and glance 

over every now and then. If you see the temperature go part 190 degC, just 

turn the heat down a notch and work quickly to get your fish in. If you lower 

your heat too much, the temperature will drop severely once you lower your 

fish in, and the batter won't cook.  

4. Finally, back to the chips. Bring oil to about 175 degC (350 degF), throw in 

the chips and fry till golden. While the chips are frying, place the fish on a 

baking tray and stick 'em in the oven at 175 degF (350 degF) to finish cooking. 

Remove your chips from the oil, remove your fish from the oven, and serve it 

all up with the mushy peas.  


